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About This Game

You are facing a nine-headed hydra. Your flaming longsword cuts five heads in each swipe (no more, no less), which will kill a
five-headed hydra, but a larger one will regrow two heads after each swipe. Your storm scythe cuts exactly seven heads, but it
makes ten heads grow back if the hydra is not dead. Is it possible to kill the hydra? What if you also had a silver dagger, which

cuts just one head, but makes five heads grow back?

Solution: It is impossible without the silver dagger (the number of heads always stays divisible by 3), but possible with the silver
dagger, for example: 9 -> longsword -> 6 -> longsword -> 3 -> dagger -> 7 -> scythe -> 0.

If you liked this puzzle, and you also like dungeon crawling, Hydra Slayer is for you!

Hydra Slayer is a roguelike (randomly generated dungeon crawler), with unique combat mechanics based on the puzzle above.
It is challenging both at a short term tactical level (each hydra is a unique challenge, bumping into it with your weapon almost
never works), and at a long term strategy level (you have to build a set of weapons which slays hydras effectively). While the
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early levels could be used to teach arithmetics and tactical planning in a fun way, building an effective set of weapons for late
levels is a challenge even for expert number theorists!

Hydra Slayer currently features a tutorial, 5 player character races with distinct characteristics, 28 enemy types (10 common
hydras, each in two varieties, and 8 special enemies), 28 types of equipment including rare artifact weapons with special

properties (not counting material and size variations), 15 weapon materials, 18 types of magical items which help you in your
quests, three game geometries to choose from, 8 level topologies on very deep levels (including the Möbius strip and Klein

bottle), 11 level generators, and two endings (a small victory for quick challenges and more casual players, and a big victory for
those who want more challenge).

Hydra Slayer is available for free from its website. By buying the Steam version, you get typical Steam features, and more
frequent updates -- currently, the Steam version has the following bonus features:

 online achievements and leaderboards

 Steam trading cards

 cloud-based saves

 daily challenge

 automatic updates

 a "challenge" mode for short but very interesting games (much more unpredictable than the normal play)

 updated interface and performance (watch those heads fly!)

 new music

 traps to lead hydras on

 Orbs which provide a powder/potion effect many times at the cost of a weapon slot

 source code (except the Steam features)
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Title: Hydra Slayer
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Zeno Rogue
Publisher:
Zeno Rogue
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 0.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Pretty wierd game, I got this game in a bundle, but I wonder who literally just buy this game! XD. Into the war and off my
harddrive.. wheres the download link. OH, I am wondering what will be ending of this Game.. This game was one of the harder
ones to beat, but once you beat it you learn to appreciate how awesome it really was. Die-hard Sonic fans cannot call themselves
that without having played and beaten the old school Sonic games, this included.. I am really loving this game! It is so interesting
getting all these different characters while learning Aabout the main characters past through what the villagers are saying. It is
wonderful mix of mismatched creativity and mildly gruesome actions. Love the art as well!. A very amusing FMV "choices
matter" dating advise simulator.

https://youtu.be/IE8__dp2KMs

+ Hilarious dialogue choices
+ Surprisingly good dating advise
+ Large amount of content ~10 hours worth as each scenerio is quite lengthy
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This is the worst dollar ever spent!!!! Do not buy this because I am 99.9% sure that this game is not continued because I could
not even log in. not like ori but still awesome \u2665. it actually managed to keep my attention which is no small feat. the
romances were p hot. i wish there was more content but i aint mad at it. At least it wrapped up neatly at each end.. Only played
for 4 hours before I succumbed to the urge to write a review:

Yes, the player character is really as naive as all the bad reviews had described her to be. Even after choosing an answer to
another character's question that was more practical, she still had an inner monologue that was so idealistic, that I grew
frustrated that the game makers didn't design the game in such a way that the player character could be influenced from the
player's choice.

FYI, I still recommend the game because despite the heavy ranting below, it isn't actually too bad. An extremely naive heroine,
yes, but the worldbuilding itself is quite impressive so far and a huge diversity of the character personalities is present. Not
everyone is nice, and just because you're nice doesn't mean that others will be. That's sort of the take-away message I got from
this game. so yeah, prepare yourselves with my description below if you don't mind being spoiled and you'll hopefully be more
warned about the MC and feel not as frustrated as I did when I first played without the true image of MC in mind

The plot so far is rather weird. Firstly, one of the ways to get on another character's route was designed in such a way that felt
contradictory to what I felt Cyrus would have done. Even the name of the route itself is so telling.

Spoilers beyond this point:(it's just a rant honestly, to summarise: Player character's actions were pretty darn weird, and that's
saying sth since there was another review with blackened-out spoilers about a scenario with the same gripe about her OOCness)

-It is called the prisoner's route. Like, she had to reject the only job offer she got to trigger this. Like, um, okay, wtf? I felt that
it was so OOC because she should have taken it because theoretically, wouldn't she be feelin' all noble and all and not wanting to
live on charity any longer? Hell, two of the choices the player makes is related to this charity theme.(reference:offer to stay with
merlot and the waterskin offer by Ulrik) Sure, the reasoning was that she wanted to stay close to the Heights, but hell Ulrik got
in the Sanctuary somehow, can't he bring her back again? And so far, the only information she got about returning was that IT
NEVER HAPPENS. As a former Heights resident, wouldn't she also hear about returnees from the Depths while she was still up
there? It should have been juicy gossip, especially if it has been made a secret that only politicians would know because they're
the government. And either way, seriously, staying in an area ruled by someone cruel who also has not only absolute authority
but a burning passion to see you suffer is kinda.....a weird decision to make, considering that she might be able to find out more
about returning to the Heights OUTSIDE THE SANCTUARY since obviously everyone is monitored inside and it'll be harder
to actually discuss♥♥♥♥♥♥like that, that woulda been considered High Treason enough in the court of "King" Brandenburg.
(Ps no joke I was and am still seriously baffled why there were reviews of people wanting his route like WHY TORTURE
YOURSELVES LIKE THIS? RUN! Most of the time I just wanted to kick him in the balls.)

-I was also surprised that Cyrus didn't repay the doctor for his services when he paid her a visit to deliver soil and seeds. Maybe
the developers forgot about it BUT I HADN'T. In real life I really remember my debts and sometimes even add interest to repay
the people for their help based on the fact that it came at the right time, Like, it was another choice thing (tending to her while
she was wek af) so I thought that it would have been another game plot for her to choose to repay him or sth but that choice-
making thing never came up. (Okay so this is a rant about why the devs made her so OOC so it ain't exactly her fault)

-and for the love of god I am not sure if the devs were as idealistic as the player character they made. One of the other reviews
mentioned that they were upset about how it was black and white, that the players penalised for being helpful and all but no
honey, I might seem cruel to say this, but I actually related more to the practicalism of the other charaters. You can't help people
without being able to help yourself first. With the example of the man being forced to eat from the ground, yes it is against
human rights etc but no one with enough influence to make a change actually cares. So I felt that the better, but much more
cruel choice was to wait for the guy to leave and tail him until they were out of sight of the HOUNDS and then, and only then,
offer him the food you were given. It may seem cowardly, but she was supposed to lay low damnit and doing so right in the
open is making a statement that just puts a huge target on herself. To me, the main objective was the man getting his food,
screw the pride thing since no one can afford that with the HOUNDS around.
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And her feelings about the doctor not attempting to save Merlot and Rielith, when I chose the choice to reply him with "you did
the right thing", weren't something I could agree with. Yes it is heartless, but theoretically, if he were to use it on them, it means
that there will be lesser for others who could have been saved with his knowledge and supplies. To deprive others of their
fighting chance for someone the doctor himself deemed a lost cause felt more heartless to me, especially since merlot and his
mom weren't anyone special to the doctor himself. Of course, it is different if supplies weren't an issue and if the doctor was
already emotionally invested in them, but it wasn't. I wouldn't know, if I were the doctor I would have tried to save them
anyway, but I felt that the player character shouldn't have judged the doctor so harshly. Yes, I am aware that her attachments to
them can be used to justify her thoughts, but it felt more to me that it should be more on the lines of:"I knew that resources were
limited, but damn it I still resent/hate him for not trying. I know that I would have done something regardless." instead of just
thinking that he's a heartlesss bastard because dude also saved her once right with no reward in sight, I don't think that's the
actions of a truly heartless person.

And let's not get started on the incident with Glisseda and the woman who needed the damn pills. It just demonstrated to me
how sheltered she was that she could just so forthrightly ask the doctor to give out a precious resource everyone is fighting over.
yes, the woman is pitiful. but seriously, wtf can't you do it subtly? Instead of shouting it out for everyone to hear that the man
has goods on him. I wasn't surprised that he was assaulted later, I was more surprised that the player character did not reflect
more on this. She was just horrified that he was attacked, and Ines was all nah, it ain't your fault, you weren't the attacker. BUT
IT IS HER FAULT. She should have thought more about it later on and came up with another solution, like giving the woman
enough food to trade for her own pills for that one time. It felt unresolved to me, and triggered this review(that was my latest
scene, I directly saved it just to review here)

Anyway, so far those were mostly my gripes with the MC. I regret renaming her with a name I cherish because she drives me up
a wall. Justice can be upheld, but why can't you see that justice has many forms too, Cyrus?!?! If you wanna change the system,
you gotta be first powerful enough to rebel it. I admire her spirit to stand up for the weak, truly I do, but do not appreciate how
she leaps without thinking about how it might affect those around her or even herself. I admit, it is more grating because I used
to be like her(leaping without thinking), and suffered all the more for it, so it irritates me to see that trait unadressed. Maybe
further down the storyline it might be, but I lost all the mood to even continue this game at this point.. This game is just as fun
as I remember it being before the steam release. Please don't pass this game by it is very fun to play with friends and is just
great overall. That being said you are going to have to settle for how the graphics are now because this game is from 2006 or
2007. Please dont let this game fall through again it can really be fun if it is given the proper player base and if you like arcade
controls this is definately a game for you.

Pros:
1. Most of the playerbase is nice
2. Graphics are not as bad as people say
3. Arcade controls are easy to master
4.Quick progression to later planes (you can stay on biplanes if you want though)
5.Good coop gameplay and if you dont like coop you can put a password on your game room
6.Earn way more than you spend on repairs (better than some F2P games in this respect)
7. Axis and Allied airplanes and three subfactions out of each faction

Cons:
1. May have to watch some youtube videos to fully understand some features
2. Graphics (only here because im letting public opinion in)
3. Sometimes takes players a long time to ready up
4. Sometimes you get kicked from a room for no reason whatsoever

In my opinion the Pros of this game outweigh the cons by a lot but ill allow you to make your own decisions and choose whitch
games you like/ don't like for yourselves. Seriously though this game deserves a better playerbase so it doesn't start to die again.
People need to see past the graphics and see the awesomeness of the game thats behind that bunch of pixles. Really every game
ever made should be treated without the stupid graphics bias that comes with modern games I mean some games now hit a little
too close to reality and that is not what gaming is about.

Gameing is getting away from reality if only for a little while because while gaming you become the person you choose to be
and I hope that everyone chooses to be themselves and treat others and new or old games without bias and give them all the
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benefit of the doubt.

Thank you if you read this whole post/ reveiw and I hope this helps you decide wether to get the game or not.
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